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M. Hu et al./ Optimal convolution SOR waveform relaxation 21 IntroductionWaveform relaxation is an iterative method for numerically solving large-scalesystems of ordinary di�erential equations (ODEs). The method is well suitedfor implementation on parallel computers, and high parallel e�ciencies have beendemonstrated for various applications, [6, 19, 22]. The convergence of the basic Ja-cobi and Gauss{Seidel waveform relaxation methods can be accelerated in severalways, such as by successive overrelaxation ([2, 3, 8, 14, 15, 19]), by Chebyshev it-eration ([11, 20]), by Krylov subspace methods ([13]) and by multigrid techniques([9, 10, 12, 21]).Although waveform methods have been applied successfully to general, non-linear, time-dependent coe�cient problems, the convergence studies have concen-trated on linear initial-value problems of the formB _u+ Au = f ; u(0) = u0 ; (1)with B;A 2 C d�d and B nonsingular.Recently, we have analysed the acceleration of the waveform method for (1)by successive overrelaxation (SOR) techniques, [8]. The �rst step of an SORwaveform relaxation algorithm consists of the computation of a Gauss{Seidel likeiterate, û(�)i (t), which satis�es�bii ddt + aii� û(�)i (t) = � i�1Xj=1�bij ddt + aij�u(�)j (t)� dbXj=i+1�bij ddt + aij�u(��1)j (t) + fi(t) ; (2)with û(�)i (0) = (u0)i. We assume the matrices B and A to be partitioned intosimilar systems of db � db rectangular blocks bij and aij (in the pointwise casewe have db = d, that is, bij and aij denote the matrix elements of B and A,respectively). In the second step, the old approximation u(��1)i (t) is updated togive the new iterate u(�)i (t). In the standard SOR waveform scheme this involvesthe multiplication of the correction û(�)i (t) � u(��1)i (t) by a scalar overrelaxationparameter !, [8, eq. (2.2)]. In the convolution SOR (CSOR) waveform relaxationalgorithm, the correction is convolved with a time-dependent kernel 
(t),u(�)i (t) = u(��1)i (t) + Z t0 
(t� s) �û(�)i (s)� u(��1)i (s)�ds : (3)The success of the latter depends strongly on the particular choice of convolutionkernel. The kernel that minimises the spectral radius of the corresponding opera-tor, which will be referred to as the optimal kernel 
opt(t), can be determined fora certain class of ODE systems of the form (1).



M. Hu et al./ Optimal convolution SOR waveform relaxation 3In an implementation of the CSOR waveform relaxation method, the continu-ous-time algorithm is replaced by its discrete-time counterpart. This discrete-timeCSOR algorithm is de�ned by applying a time-discretisation method to equation(2) and by replacing the convolution integral in (3) by a convolution sum usinga discrete sequence 
� . Again, the optimal convolution sequence (
opt)� can beconstructed for certain classes of problems and time discretisations.With use of the optimal convolution kernel or sequence, the CSOR waveformrelaxation method becomes vastly superior to the classical waveform methods.This superiority can be demonstrated quantitatively for the ODE system (1),obtained by �nite-di�erence discretisation of the heat equation on a mesh withmesh-size h. We have shown (both theoretically and numerically) that for thisproblem CSOR attains an identical acceleration as the classical SOR method doesfor the linear system Au = f . This means that the asymptotic convergence fac-tor of the CSOR waveform relaxation method behaves as 1 � O(h) for small h,while the spectral radii of the Jacobi, Gauss{Seidel and standard SOR waveformmethods are all known to satisfy a formula of the form 1�O(h2), [8]. A very sub-stantial improvement over the less sophisticated waveform schemes may thereforebe expected.In this paper, we will continue our exploration of the CSOR waveform re-laxation method. The continuous-time and discrete-time techniques are recalledin x2, together with the Laplace- and Z-transform expressions of their respectiveoptimal convolution kernels. In x3, we derive an explicit analytic expression of theoptimal convolution kernel 
opt(t) for ODE systems of the form (1) with B = I .The connection between this optimal continuous-time kernel and the correspond-ing optimal discrete-time kernel is derived in x4. Whether this connection canbe used in actual computations is investigated in x5, where the practical deter-mination of a suitable discrete-time convolution kernel is discussed. Finally, thevalidity of the expressions for the Laplace transform and Z-transform of the op-timal convolution kernels that are presented in x2, is extended towards a broaderclass of ODE systems in x6. Although most of our theoretical results are restrictedto constant-coe�cient linear problems, numerical evidence indicates a much widerapplicability. Hence, we also comment on the robustness and applicability of thelatter formulae.So far, little experience has been gained with the CSOR method as a solverfor practical real-life problems and many open questions on how to apply andimplement the method in such cases remain unanswered. With this study wewant to answer some of the questions that arise when the method is applied tomodel problems. We hope the insight gained from this study will prove to beuseful when more di�cult problems are addressed.



M. Hu et al./ Optimal convolution SOR waveform relaxation 42 A review of CSOR waveform relaxation resultsIn this section, we will summarise some theoretical properties of the CSOR wave-form relaxation method. For a more detailed study of the method, includingproofs, references and a comparison with other waveform methods, we refer to [8].2.1 The continuous-time caseThe continuous-time CSOR waveform relaxation method, de�ned by (2) and (3),can be written formally asu(�)(t) = KCSORu(��1)(t) + '(t) ;where KCSOR is a linear operator consisting of a matrix multiplication and aVolterra convolution part. This operator is fully characterised by its symbol,KCSOR(z), which equals the Laplace transform of the operator's kernel. Thissymbol can be expressed in terms of e
(z) = L(
(t)), the Laplace transformof 
(t), and the components of the matrix splittings B = DB � LB � UB andA = DA � LA � UA, with DB and DA block diagonal, LB and LA block lowertriangular and UB and UA block upper triangular matrices:KCSOR(z) =  z  1e
(z)DB � LB!+  1e
(z)DA � LA!!�1 � z  1� e
(z)e
(z) DB + UB!+  1� e
(z)e
(z) DA + UA!! :The spectral radius of KCSOR is given below. A convolution kernel of the form
(t) = !�(t) + !c(t) ; (4)is assumed, with ! a scalar parameter and �(t) the delta function.Theorem 1 [8, Thm. 3.4]Assume all eigenvalues of D�1B DA have positive real parts, and let 
(t) be of theform (4) with !c(t) 2 L1(0;1). Then, KCSOR is a bounded operator in Lp(0;1),1 � p � 1, and� �KCSOR� = supRe(z)�0 � �KCSOR(z)� = sup�2R� �KCSOR(i�)� : (5)Remark 1In Theorem 1, e
(z) is required to be the Laplace transform of a function of theform (4) with !c(t) 2 L1(0;1). A su�cient (but not necessary) condition to



M. Hu et al./ Optimal convolution SOR waveform relaxation 5satisfy this requirement is that e
(z) is a bounded and analytic function in an opendomain containing the closed right half of the complex plane.The Laplace-transform expression of the optimal convolution kernel 
opt(t)depends on the location of the eigenvalues of the Jacobi symbolKJAC(z) = (zDB +DA)�1 (z (LB + UB) + (LA + UA)) : (6)Lemma 2 [8, Lemma 3.6]Assume the matrices B and A are such that zB+A is a block-consistently orderedmatrix with nonsingular diagonal blocks. Assume the spectrum of KJAC(z) lieson a line segment [��1(z); �1(z)] with �1(z) 2 C nf(�1;�1][ [1;1)g. The spec-tral radius of KCSOR(z) is then minimised for a �xed z by the unique optimume
opt(z), given by e
opt(z) = 21 +q1� �21(z) ; (7)where p� denotes the root with the positive real part. In particular,� �KCSOR;opt(z)� = ���e
opt(z)� 1��� < 1 : (8)2.2 The discrete-time caseIn an actual implementation, the continuous-time method is replaced by a discrete-time method. As in [8], we will only deal with (irreducible, consistent, zero-stable)linear multistep formulae for time discretisation. We recall the general multistepformula for solving _y(t) = f(t; y),1� kXl=0 �ly[n+ l] = kXl=0 �lf [n + l] :Here, �l and �l are real constants, � is the step size and y[n] denotes the approxi-mation of y(t) at t = n� . We will assume that k starting values y[0]; y[1]; : : : ; y[k�1] are available. The characteristic polynomials of the linear multistep methodare given by a(z) = Pkl=0 �lzl and b(z) = Pkl=0 �lzl, and the stability region isdenoted by S. We will also need the notion of a strictly stable multistep method,which is such that 1 is the only (simple) root of a(z) on the unit circle, [5].The �rst step of the discrete-time CSOR waveform relaxation algorithm isobtained by discretising (2) using a linear multistep method. The second stepapproximates the convolution integral in (3) by a convolution sum with kernel
� = f
[n]gN�1n=0 , where N denotes the (possibly in�nite) number of time steps,u(�)i [n] = u(��1)i [n] + nXl=0
[n� l] �û(�)i [l]� u(��1)i [l]� : (9)



M. Hu et al./ Optimal convolution SOR waveform relaxation 6The discrete-time CSOR waveform relaxation operator KCSOR� is de�ned byrewriting the discrete-time version of (2) and (9) as u(�)� = KCSOR� u(��1)� +'� . Since KCSOR� is a discrete convolution operator, its discrete-time symbolKCSOR� (z) is obtained by Z-transformation of the operator's kernel. More pre-cisely,KCSOR� (z) =  1� a(z)b(z)  1e
� (z)DB � LB!+  1e
�(z)DA � LA!!�1 � 1� a(z)b(z)  1� e
� (z)e
� (z) DB + UB!+  1� e
�(z)e
�(z) DA + UA!! ;with e
�(z) = Z(
�) the Z-transform of the sequence 
� .The discrete-time equivalent to Theorem 1 is given next.Theorem 3 [8, Thm. 4.4]Assume �(��D�1B DA) � intS and 
� 2 l1(1). Then, KCSOR� is a boundedoperator in lp(1), 1 � p � 1, and� �KCSOR� � = maxjzj�1 � �KCSOR� (z)� = maxjzj=1 � �KCSOR� (z)� : (10)Remark 2In Theorem 3, e
�(z) is required to be the Z-transform of an l1-kernel 
� . Asu�cient (but not necessary) condition to satisfy this requirement is that e
� (z) isa bounded and analytic function in an open domain containing fz 2 C j jzj � 1g.Finally, we recall the discrete-time version of Lemma 2, which gives an expres-sion of the Z-transform of the optimal convolution sequence (
opt)� . It dependson the eigenvalue distribution of the discrete-time Jacobi symbol, which is relatedto its continuous-time equivalent (6) by [10, eq. (4.10)],KJAC� (z) = KJAC �1� a(z)b(z)� : (11)Lemma 4 [8, Lemma 4.5]Assume the matrices B and A are such that ��1a(z)=b(z)B + A is a block-consistently ordered matrix with nonsingular diagonal blocks. Assume the spec-trum of KJAC� (z) lies on a line segment [�(�1)�(z); (�1)�(z)] with (�1)� (z) 2C n f(�1;�1][ [1;1)g. The spectral radius of KCSOR� (z) is then minimised fora �xed z by the unique optimum (e
opt)�(z), given by(e
opt)�(z) = 21 +p1� (�1)2�(z) ; (12)



M. Hu et al./ Optimal convolution SOR waveform relaxation 7where p� denotes the root with the positive real part. In particular,� �KCSOR;opt� (z)� = ���(e
opt)�(z)� 1��� < 1 : (13)3 An explicit expression for the optimal convolution kernelFor systems of the form (1) that satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 2, the optimalconvolution kernel 
opt(t) is obtained by inverse Laplace transforming the result-ing expression for e
opt(z). For ODE systems (1) with B = I however, we havethe following explicit expression for the optimal kernel in the case of the pointrelaxation method.Theorem 5Consider (1) with B = I. Assume A is a consistently ordered matrix with constantpositive diagonal DA = daI (da > 0) and the eigenvalues of KJAC(0) are realwith �1 = �(KJAC(0)) < 1. Then, 
opt(t) = �(t) + (!c)opt(t) with (!c)opt(t) 2L1(0;1). In particular, (!c)opt(t) = 2e�datI2(�1dat)=t : (14)with I2(�) the second-order modi�ed Bessel function of the �rst kind.ProofFrom (6), we derive, under the assumptions of the theorem, that� �KJAC(z)� = daz + da� �KJAC(0)� and �1(z) = daz + da�1 ; (15)which implies that the eigenvalues of KJAC(z) with Re(z) � 0 lie on a linesegment [��1(z); �1(z)] with �1(z) 2 C nf(�1;�1][[1;1)g. As a result, formula(7), which equals e
opt(z) = 21 +r1� � daz+da�1�2 ; (16)is a bounded and analytic function for Re(z) � 0. Remark 1 then yields that
opt(t) is of the form (4) with !c(t) 2 L1(0;1), while ! = limz!1 e
opt(z) = 1 by[8, Prop. 3.2].The correctness of the analytic expression for 
opt(t) or (!c)opt(t) can bechecked as an elementary exercise by using the Laplace-transform pairs L (�(t)) =1 and L�2e�(a+b)t=2I2(a� b2 t)=t� = (a� b)2(pz + a+pz + b)4 ;



M. Hu et al./ Optimal convolution SOR waveform relaxation 8the latter of which can be found in [1, eq. (29.3.53)].The shape of the function (!c)opt(t) is characterised by the properties givenin the following lemma.Lemma 6Under the assumptions of Theorem 5, (!c)opt(t), given by (14), satis�es the fol-lowing properties:1: (!c)opt(0) = 02: 0 � (!c)opt(t) < �1dae�(1��1)dat3: �214eda < maxt�0(!c)opt(t) < �1da4: R10 (!c)opt(t) dt = �21(1+p1��21)2 :ProofA series expression for the modi�ed Bessel function I2(t) can be found in [1,eq. (9.6.10)]. It reads I2(t) = � t2�2 1Xk=0 ( t24 )kk!(k+ 2)! ;from which we derive(!c)opt(t) = �1da e�dat 1Xk=0 (�1da)2k+122k+1k!(k + 2)!t2k+1 : (17)Property 1 and the positivity of (!c)opt(t) result. Formula (17) can be written as(!c)opt(t) = �1da e�dat 1Xk=0 (2k+ 1)!22k+1k!(k+ 2)! (�1dat)2k+1(2k + 1)! :Since the coe�cients (2k + 1)!=(22k+1k!(k + 2)!) are (strictly) smaller than 1 fork � 0, we have (!c)opt(t) < �1da e�dat e�1dat = �1da e�(1��1)dat ; (18)which proves the upper bound in Property 2. We now truncate series (17) afterthe �rst term to get �1da e�dat�1da4 t � (!c)opt(t) ; (19)with equality only for t = 0. Calculation of the maxima of the upper and lowerbounds (18) and (19) over t � 0 leads to Property 3. Finally, Property 4 followsimmediately from [8, Prop. 3.2].
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Figure 1: (!c)opt(t) vs. t for the one-dimensional heat equation (20) with �nite-di�erence discretisation on a mesh with mesh size h = 1=8 (solid), h = 1=16(dotted), h = 1=32 (dashed) and h = 1=64 (dash-dotted).When the system of ODEs is derived by semi discretisation of a parabolicpartial di�erential equation, �1 is often close to one. The characteristics of theoptimal kernel are then largely determined by the parameter da, whose value isoften rapidly increasing with decreasing mesh spacing. In that case, (!c)opt(t) isa positive function, which starts from 0 at t = 0 and has an area that is boundedby 1. Its maximum is proportional to da, hence it is large for small h, while thefunction decreases exponentially for su�ciently large t. As an example, we willillustrate these implications of Lemma 6 for the one-dimensional heat equation onthe unit interval, @u(x; t)@t � @2u(x; t)@x2 = 0 ; x 2 [0; 1] ; t > 0 ; (20)discretised using �nite di�erences on a mesh fxi = ih j 0 � i � 1=hg withmesh size h. The resulting ODE system (1), with B = I , da = 2=h2 and �1 =cos(�h), satis�es the conditions of Theorem 5. Figure 1 shows a logarithmic plotof (!c)opt(t) for t 2 [10�5; 1] and for several values of the mesh size h. Notethat its maximum increases and is attained at a smaller t-value for decreasing h,while, for su�ciently large t, the value of the optimal kernel rapidly approaches0. Consequently, we may expect the use of a truncated kernel 
(t), de�ned by
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opt(t) for t � T and by 0 for t > T for some large enough T , to lead to nearlyoptimal convergence results.4 The relation between the continuous-time and discrete-time optimalkernelsBy inserting (4) into (3) we �nd thatu(�)i (t) = u(��1)i (t)+! �û(�)i (t)� u(��1)i (t)�+Z t0 !c(t�s) �û(�)i (s)� u(��1)i (s)�ds :(21)The corresponding step in the discrete-time iteration is derived as follows. Weset 
� = !�� + (!c)� with �� = f1; 0; 0; : : :g the discrete delta function and insertthis expression into (9). This yieldsu(�)i [n] = u(��1)i [n] + ! �û(�)i [n]� u(��1)i [n]�+ nXl=0 !c[n� l] �û(�)i [l]� u(��1)i [l]� :(22)In this section we will relate the optimal continuous-time and discrete-time convo-lution kernels. Comparing (21) to (22) already suggests that !c[n] should be suchthat it approximates �!c(n�) for small � . In that case the discrete convolutionsum approximates the continuous convolution integral as a simple numerical inte-gration rule. This intuition is con�rmed and cast into a more precise mathematicalform in the following theorem.Theorem 7Consider (1) with B = I. Assume A is a consistently ordered matrix with constantpositive diagonal DA = daI (da > 0), the eigenvalues of KJAC(0) are real with�1 = �(KJAC(0)) < 1, and the linear multistep method is strictly stable. Then,the continuous-time optimal kernel 
opt(t) = �(t)+(!c)opt(t) and its discrete-timeequivalent (
opt)� = �� + ((!c)opt)� are related bylim� ! 0(t = n�) ((!c)opt)� [n]� = (!c)opt(t) ; t � 0 : (23)Note that we have used a subscript � in the notation of the optimal discretekernel to emphasise that the function depends on the value of the time increment.An equivalent but somewhat less intuitive form of (23) is obtained by replacing �by t=n: limn!1 n((!c)opt) tn [n]t = (!c)opt(t) ; t > 0 : (24)



M. Hu et al./ Optimal convolution SOR waveform relaxation 11ProofUnder the assumptions of the theorem, Lemma 2 holds for Re(z) � 0 with �1(z)given in (15). The function e
opt(z), given by (16), is bounded and analytic forRe(z) � 0. Consequently, by the inverse Laplace-transform formula, we have(!c)opt(t) = 12�i Z i1�i1 ezt �e
opt(z)� 1�dz : (25)A similar expression will be derived for the discrete-time kernel by using theinverse Z-transform formula. To apply Lemma 4, we have to ensure that(�1)�(z) 2 C n f(�1;�1][ [1;1)g ; 8 jzj � 1 ; (26)with (�1)� (z) calculated from (11) and (15), i.e.,(�1)� (z) = da1� a(z)b(z) + da �1 : (27)Because of the strict stability of the multistep method at least a small disk ofthe form f� : j� + dj � dg with d > 0 is contained in the stability region S, [5,p. 259]. Consequently, we have for small enough � that f� : j�+daj � dag � ��1S.Since, by de�nition of stability region, f��1a(z)=b(z) j jzj � 1g = �C n ��1intS, weimmediately obtain j��1a(z)=b(z) + daj � da for jzj � 1. For these values of z,(27) yields j(�1)�(z)j < 1, and, hence, (26). From this we may conclude that forsmall enough � , the conditions of Lemma 4 are satis�ed for all z on or outsidethe unit disk. Therefore, for any such z the optimal (e
opt)� (z) is given by thecombination of (12) and (27) . This function is bounded and analytic for jzj � 1;by using the inverse Z-transform formula, [4, p. 262], we arrive at the expression((!c)opt)� [n] = 12�i Ijzj=1 zn�1 �(e
opt)�(z)� 1�dz : (28)As we have derived the conditions for existence of the optimal kernels, we cannow prove the correctness of (23). We start by considering the case of t = 0. Inthat case we can use Property 1 of Lemma 6. Hence, we need to show thatlim�!0 ((!c)opt)� [0]� = (!c)opt(0) = 0 : (29)By the initial-value theorem for the Z-transform, [16, Eq. (7.35)], we �nd((!c)opt)� [0] = limz!1 �(e
opt)�(z)� 1� = 21 +r1� � limz!1(�1)�(z)�2 � 1 :



M. Hu et al./ Optimal convolution SOR waveform relaxation 12The limit in this expression can be calculated from (27),limz!1(�1)�(z) = limz!1 da1� a(z)b(z) + da�1 = da�11� �k�k + da :Equality (29) follows by a straightforward limit calculation.Next, we will prove (23) for t > 0. By a change of variables z = i� in (25) andand z = ei�� in (28), we obtain respectively(!c)opt(t) = 12� Z 1�1 eit� �e
opt(i�)� 1�d� (30)and ((!c)opt)� [n] = 12�� Z ����� ein�� �(e
opt)�(ei��)� 1�d� : (31)Consider now a �xed t > 0 with t = n� . Switching to the notation of (24),expression (31) can be transformed inton ((!c)opt) tn [n]t = 12� Z 1�1 eit� �(e
opt) tn (ei tn �)� 1��[�nt �;nt �](�) d� ; (32)where the characteristic function �[�nt �;nt �](�) equals 1 for � 2 [�nt �; nt �] and 0elsewhere. As before, (32) holds only if � is small enough. For a �xed t this isequivalent to requiring n to be large enough, say n � N .The limit relation (24) follows immediately from (30) and (32) by the dom-inated convergence theorem, [17, Thm. I.16], if we can prove the pointwise con-vergence limn!1 eit� �(e
opt) tn (ei tn �)� 1��[�nt �;nt �](�) = eit� �e
opt(i�)� 1� (33)and the uniform, n-independent bound���eit� �(e
opt) tn (ei tn �)� 1��[�nt �;nt �](�)��� � g(�) ; n � N ; (34)with g(�) 2 L1(�1;1).The equality in (33) follows from the consistency of the linear multistepmethod. Indeed, from a(1) = 0 and a0(1) = b(1), we derivelimn!1 nt a(ei tn �)b(ei tn �) = limn!1 a(ei tn �)tnb(ei tn �) = i� ;and thus, limn!1(e
opt) tn (ei tn �) = limn!1 e
opt nt a(ei tn �)b(ei tn �)! = e
opt(i�) :



M. Hu et al./ Optimal convolution SOR waveform relaxation 13In order to prove condition (34) we will construct a function g(�) explicitly.Because of the strict stability requirement, 1 is the only root of a(z) on the unitcircle. Since it is also the only root of the rational function a(z)=b(z) on the unitcircle and since this root is simple, there exists a �nite positive constant M suchthat�����a(ei�)b(ei�) ����� � j�jM ; � 2 [��; �] or �����nt a(ei tn �)b(ei tn �) ����� � j�jM ; � 2 [�nt �; nt �] : (35)To bound the left-hand side of (34) we note that���(e
opt)� (z)� 1��� = j(�1)� (z)j2���1 +p1� (�1)2� (z)���2 :Since p� denotes the root with the positive real part, (27) yields���(e
opt) tn (ei tn �)� 1��� � ���(�1)2tn (ei tn �)��� = (�1da)2����nt a(ei tn �)b(ei tn �) + da����2 � (�1da)2��������nt a(ei tn �)b(ei tn �) ����� da����2 :We can now use (35) to construct the following bound, valid for j�j > Mda,���eit� �(e
opt) tn (ei tn �)� 1��[�nt �;nt �](�)��� � (�1da)2��� j�jM � da���2 :This bound holds even if � 62 [�nt �; nt �] because of the presence of the �-function.Note �nally from (13) that the left-hand side of (34) is always bounded by 1. Theproof is then completed by setting g(�) to be the L1(�1;1)-functiong(�) = 8<: 1 � 2 [�L; L](�1da)2� j�jM �da�2 � 62 [�L; L] ;with L > Mda.Remark 3The strict stability condition is a very natural condition. In [5, p. 272] we �ndthat it is satis�ed by any multistep method of practical interest with nonemptyintS. However, methods that do not satisfy the condition on the stability regiondo exist { Nystr�om methods, for example, [5, p. 262]. For such methods (e
opt)�(z)from (12) is not analytic for jzj � 1, and the inverse Z-transform calculation isnot feasible.
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BDF(3)Figure 2: Absolute value of (36) vs. t = n� for the one-dimensional heat equation(20) with �nite-di�erence discretisation on a mesh with mesh size h = 1=16 andthe CN and BDF(3) method with (from top to bottom) � = 1=10, � = 1=100,� = 1=1000 and � = 1=10000.Remark 4For strictly stable multistep methods the optimal discrete kernel was only provedto exist for small enough � . This condition on � was required in the proof of(26), i.e., to guarantee the analyticity of (12). For A(�)-stable methods, however,condition (26) is satis�ed irrespective of the size of the time increment. Thiscan be explained by noting that in this case (�1; 0) � intS, which implies that��1a(z)=b(z)+ da with jzj � 1 is either complex or real with absolute value largerthan or equal to da. Hence, for these methods the optimal kernel exists for any �if the other assumptions of the theorem are satis�ed.We will illustrate Theorem 7 for model problem (20), discretised using �nitedi�erences with h = 1=16. To show the convergence of the discrete-time kernelto the continuous-time one with decreasing time increment, we have plotted theabsolute value of the di�erence((!c)opt)� [n]� � (!c)opt(n�) (36)in Figure 2 for several values of � and t = n� 2 [10�4; 1]. We used the Crank{



M. Hu et al./ Optimal convolution SOR waveform relaxation 15Table 1: log � ((!c)opt)� [0]� � for the one-dimensional heat equation (20) with �nite-di�erence discretisation on a mesh with mesh size h = 1=16.� 10�1 10�2 10�3 10�4 10�5 10�6CN 0.702 1.231 1.008 0.176 -0.805 -1.803BDF(3) 0.710 1.261 1.069 0.249 -0.729 -1.727Nicolson (CN) method and the third-order backward di�erentiation (BDF(3))formula for time discretisation and approximated the discrete kernel from (12) byan inverse Z-transform algorithm based on the use of FFT's, as explained in [8,x5.4]. The downward peaks are due to the zero crossing of (36).To illustrate the convergence at t = 0, we report values of log � ((!c)opt)� [0]� � inTable 1. Note that the convergence to the limiting value �1 is very slow.5 Practical determination of a suitable convolution kernelIn this section, we comment on the practical determination of a suitable convolu-tion sequence 
� for the discrete-time CSOR waveform relaxation algorithm.We will �rst consider ODE systems of the form _u + Au = f for which theassumptions of Theorem 5 are satis�ed. For such problems, we have an explicitexpression for the optimal continuous-time kernel 
opt(t), which is completelydetermined by the scalar �1 and the diagonal value da. Unfortunately, a similarexpression does not seem to exist for the optimal discrete-time sequence (
opt)� ,as the required inverse Z-transform appears in general to be too complex to beperformed analytically.One might, at �rst, try to employ the continuous-time kernel in the discrete-time computations. This idea is inspired by the existence of the limit relation(23). More precisely, one could set 
� = �� + (!c)� , and select!c[n] = �(!c)opt(n�) ; n = 0; : : : ; N � 1 : (37)Experimental convergence factors for the model problem obtained with this dis-crete kernel and the CN time-discretisation method are given in Table 2. They areunsatisfactory, except when very small time steps � are used. Another attemptat using the continuous-time kernel could be based on the observation that oneis not really interested in determining the value of the kernel but in computingan integral. In particular, the discrete convolution sum in (22) can be regardedas a numerical approximation by quadrature of the convolution integral in (21).



M. Hu et al./ Optimal convolution SOR waveform relaxation 16Table 2: Averaged convergence factors for the one-dimensional heat equation(20) with �nite-di�erence discretisation and the CN method, using (37) and (inparentheses) (38){(39) to approximate the optimal kernel or convolution integral.�; h 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/641/100 0.543 (0.448) 0.885 (0.690) 0.982 (0.961) 0.996 (0.995)1/500 0.461 (0.448) 0.745 (0.671) 0.952 (0.851) 0.994 (0.984)1/1000 0.455 (0.452) 0.701 (0.667) 0.913 (0.837) 0.991 (0.948)Table 3: Averaged convergence factors for the one-dimensional heat equation(20) with �nite-di�erence discretisation and the CN method, using an inverseZ-transform technique to approximate the optimal kernel.�; h 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/641/100 0.441 0.676 0.820 0.9071/500 0.441 0.676 0.816 0.9021/1000 0.441 0.676 0.816 0.902Hence, instead of using the �rst order quadrature rule that one gets when oneuses (37), one could try to compute that integral more accurately by using anintegration rule of higher order. In a second experiment, we used the compositemidpoint integration rule,n�1Xl=0 !c[n� l] �  û(�)i [l] + û(�)i [l+ 1]2 � u(��1)i [l] + u(��1)i [l+ 1]2 ! ; (38)where the fractions denote linearly interpolated approximations of û(�)i ((l+1=2)�)and u(��1)i ((l+ 1=2)�) respectively, and!c[n] = �(!c)opt((n� 1=2)�) ; n = 1; : : : ; N � 1 : (39)The corresponding convergence factors given in Table 2 in parentheses are some-what better than the ones obtained by using (37), but overall they do not convince.Other numerical integration rules lead to similar conclusions. This follows fromthe discussion in the previous section and from the observation that the optimaldiscrete kernel for a particular problem and time-discretisation method can bevery di�erent from the optimal continuous kernel unless � is very small.Hence we will now consider methods that derive the optimal discrete kerneldirectly, based on the analytical expression of its Z-transform, which is given by
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opt)�(z) = 21 +vuut1�  da1� a(z)b(z)+da�1!2 :The inverse Z-transform can be computed symbolically by a series expansion ofthis expression in terms of powers of z�1 from which elements of the sequence
opt[n] can easily be derived. A more practical procedure is to use a numerical in-verse Z-transform technique. Note that 
opt[n] equals the n-th Fourier coe�cientof the 2�-periodic function (e
opt)�(e�it). Thus, the value 
opt[n] can be approx-imated by the n-th element of the discrete Fourier transform of the sequencen(e
opt)� �e�i2�k=M�oM�1k=0 for some M � N (M is usually selected to be largerthan N to anticipate certain aliasing e�ects), [8, x5.4]. The approach is illustratedfor the model problem with CN time discretisation in Table 3. We observe thatthe experimental convergence factors are independent of the time increment � .More precisely, they are almost identical to the optimal continuous-time spectralradii �(KCSOR;opt), which are proved to behave as 1� 2�h for small h, [8, x5.1].Next, we consider the case of problems for which (�1)�(z) is not known analyt-ically. For such systems, we cannot compute the analytic expression of (e
opt)�(z)explicitly. The numerical inverse Z-transform method is in theory still applicable,but it will be very time-consuming, since it now requires the computation of thevalue of (�1)� (z) for M equidistant points around the unit circle. For use in thissituation, an automatic procedure was developed by Reichelt et al. for comput-ing an analytic approximation to (e
opt)�(z), [18, x5.6] and [19, x6]. The largest-magnitude eigenvalue (�1)�(z) for some speci�c values of z (e.g. z = 1;�1;1; : : :)are estimated by subspace iteration or the implicitly restarted Arnoldi method,and inserted in (12). Next, these computed values of (e
opt)�(z) are �tted by aratio of low-order polynomials in z�1:(e
opt)�(z) � PKj=0 bjz�jPLj=0 ajz�j = LXj=1 cj1� rjz�1 :The inverse Z-transform of this approximation yields
opt[n] � LXj=1 cjrnj :It is as yet unclear how to select the speci�c values of z and what other conditionsare to be imposed on the rational approximation (e.g. as to the degree of numeratorand denominator, the number of poles, and the pole placement). The procedure



M. Hu et al./ Optimal convolution SOR waveform relaxation 18is illustrated for certain nonlinear semi-conductor device problems in [19], and isshown to lead to very satisfactory results, even for systems of ODEs that do notsatisfy the assumptions of Theorem 4. We will further comment on this in thenext section, where we discuss the robustness of formulae (7) and (12).6 An extension of the optimal CSOR theorySo far, the applicability of Lemmas 2 and 4 is restricted to problems whose Jacobisymbols have collinear spectra. In this section we formulate analogous results formore general problems. We will limit the discussion to the discrete-time case.The continuous-time case can be treated similarly.Lemma 4 was proved by applying a classical SOR result for complex matricesto the linear system (��1a(z)=b(z)B+A)u = f . It was noted in [8] that the CSORsymbolKCSOR� (z) represents the SOR iteration matrix for the latter system, withe
� (z) acting as the complex overrelaxation parameter. Since the coe�cient matrixof the linear system is assumed to be block-consistently ordered, the eigenvalues ofthe SOR iteration matrix, ��(z), are related to the eigenvalues �� (z) of KJAC� (z)by the Young-relation, [23, Thm. 14-3.4],��(z) + e
� (z)� 1 = q��(z)e
� (z)��(z) : (40)This implies that the spectral radius �(KCSOR� (z)) for a given e
�(z) equalsmax�� (z)2KJAC� (z)�j��(z)j : ��(z) + e
�(z)� 1 = q��(z)e
�(z)�� (z)� : (41)When the eigenvalues ofKJAC� (z) are on a line segment in the complex plane,classical SOR theory provides a simple expression for the e
� (z) that minimises(41). This optimal value is denoted by (e
opt)� (z) and given by (12). If thecollinearity assumption is not satis�ed, however, one cannot �nd an optimal e
�(z)easily, and a more complex SOR theory may have to be used. Such a theory wasrecently developed by Hu, Jackson and Zhu, [7]. They assume the eigenvalues ofKJAC� (z) to lie in a region R(p�(z); q�(z); ��(z)), the closed interior of an ellipsecentred around the origin. This ellipse is given byE(p�(z); q�(z); ��(z)) = n� : � = ei�� (z) (p�(z) cos(�) + iq�(z) sin(�))o ;with semi-axes p� (z) and q�(z) that satisfy p� (z) � q� (z) � 0, angle �� (z) with��=2 � �� (z) � �=2, and � varying between 0 and 2�. This is illustrated graph-ically in Figure 3. Obviously, the spectral radius �(KCSOR� (z)), given by (41), isbounded from above by the value r�(z) which is de�ned in terms of the current
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Figure 3: An ellipse E(p�(z); q�(z); ��(z)).e
� (z) as max�� (z)2R(p� (z);q� (z);�� (z))�j��(z)j : ��(z) + e
�(z)� 1 = q��(z)e
�(z)�� (z)� :(42)In [7], Hu, Jackson and Zhu determine a value (e
ellipse)� (z) which minimisesthis upper bound for a given ellipse. Based on their result, [7, Thm. 1], we canimmediately formulate the following lemma.Lemma 8Assume the matrices B and A are such that ��1a(z)=b(z)B + A is a block-consistently ordered matrix with nonsingular diagonal blocks. Assume the spec-trum of KJAC� (z) lies in the closed interior of the ellipse E(p�(z); q�(z); ��(z)),which does not contain the point 1. De�ne(e
ellipse)�(z) = 21 +q1� (p2�(z)� q2� (z))ei2��(z) ; (43)where p� denotes the root with the positive real part. We then haverellipse� (z) = �j(e
ellipse)�(z)jp�(z) + q� (z)2 �2 (44)



M. Hu et al./ Optimal convolution SOR waveform relaxation 20and � �KCSOR;opt� (z)� � � �KCSOR;ellipse� (z)� � rellipse� (z) < 1 : (45)As before, the supscripts opt and ellipse are added to �(KCSOR� (z)) or r�to indicate the fact that the expressions of (41) or (42) are evaluated by using(e
opt)� (z) and (e
ellipse)�(z), respectively.The following remarkable result from [7, x3] shows that there actually existsan ellipse for which the bound in (45) is attained. Uniqueness, however, of thisoptimal ellipse is not guaranteed by the theory in the above reference.Lemma 9There exists an optimal ellipse surrounding the spectrum of KJAC� (z) for which(e
ellipse)� (z) = (e
opt)�(z), and� �KCSOR;opt� (z)� = � �KCSOR;ellipse� (z)� = rellipse� (z) < 1 : (46)In order to use Lemma 8 to compute the optimal convolution sequence (
opt)�by one of the methods described in x5, one would have to determine the optimalellipse containing �(KJAC� (z)) for several values of z. A solution to the problem of�nding this ellipse does exist when the eigenvalues of the Jacobi symbol KJAC� (z)lie on a line segment [�(�1)� (z); (�1)�(z)]. In that case Lemma 4 shows that theoptimal ellipse is degenerated and corresponds to the line segment linking theextremal eigenvalues. In particular, the parameters de�ning this ellipse are foundby setting (�1)�(z) = p� (z)ei�� (z) and q� (z) = 0. We do not know how to �nd suchan optimal ellipse when the eigenvalues of KJAC� (z) are not collinear. Althoughan example has been given in [7, x4], even the problem of �nding a good ellipse(which surrounds the spectrum of the Jacobi symbol and for which the associatedbound is relatively sharp) may prove to be a formidable task. In practice, onetherefore tries to determine a suitable convolution sequence without calculatingthese (nearly) optimal ellipses for all needed values of z. We suggest two possiblestrategies to this end.A �rst attempt, for ODE systems with B = I and DA = daI , could startfrom the knowledge of a (nearly) optimal ellipse surrounding �(KJAC� (0)). Fromformulae (11) and (15), it is clear that the spectrum ofKJAC� (z) is obtained by ro-tating and scaling the spectrum of KJAC� (0), corresponding to the multiplicationwith da=(��1a(z)=b(z)+ da). A similar operation applied to the ellipse surround-ing the latter spectrum is then expected to lead to a good ellipse for the currentvalue of z. This approach is however not applicable when B 6= I or DA 6= daI .Therefore, the numerical experiments in [8, x6] and [19] were performed withstill another convolution sequence. In those references, the convolution kernelwas computed by using the formula in the right-hand side of (12). This formula



M. Hu et al./ Optimal convolution SOR waveform relaxation 21only requires the computation of a single eigenvalue (�1)�(z) (which is the largestone in magnitude) for every z that appears in the particular inverse Z-transformmethod used. As the spectra �(KJAC� (z)) are not collinear, the resulting kernel isnot guaranteed to be the optimal one, or even a good one. Nevertheless, numeri-cal evidence showed that this procedure yields excellent convergence rates for theproblems considered. This observation led us in [8] to talk about the robustnessof the CSOR waveform relaxation method.With the generalised CSOR theory, this robustness can now be explained inan intuitive manner as follows. When the eigenvalues of the Jacobi symbol arenot too far from being on a line, any reasonable ellipse { most probably also theoptimal one { will be very elongated with p�(z)ei�� (z) � (�1)�(z) and q� (z) small.Thus the right-hand side of (12), which we denote further on by (e
appr)�(z), is agood approximation to the optimal (e
opt)�(z), computed by (43). If we set(e
appr)� (z) = (e
opt)�(z) + �(z) ;then it is easy to derive from (40), e.g. by doing a series expansion with Mathe-matica, that� �KCSOR;opt� (z)�� � �KCSOR;appr� (z)� = O(�(z)) ; �(z)! 0 :The overall spectral radius of the CSOR iteration is found by a maximisationprocedure over the unit circle, see Theorem 3 and in particular formula (10).Hence it is especially important for (e
appr)�(z) to be close to (e
opt)�(z) near thevalues of z for which �(KCSOR;opt� (z)) is large. In our experiments, this alwaysappeared to be near the value z = 1. Fortunately, this is exactly where theeigenvalues of the Jacobi symbol are collinear or nearly collinear.The above discussion will be illustrated by means of the model problem of [8,x6], that is, the two-dimensional heat equation, discretised on a regular, triangularmesh f(xi = ih; yj = jh) j 0 � i; j � 1hg using linear �nite elements. The resultingODE system (1) was solved using linewise CSOR waveform relaxation, and the CNmethod with � = 1=100 was used for time discretisation. We computed ellipsessurrounding �(KJAC� (z)) for h = 1=8 and several values of z = ei� on the unitcircle, as illustrated in Figure 4. These ellipses were obtained by choosing( p�(z) = j(�1)�(z)j�� (z) = Arg((�1)�(z)) ;and by determining q� (z) as the smallest value for which all eigenvalues ofKJAC� (z)lie in the closed interior of the resulting ellipse. There is no �rm guarantee thatthese ellipses are truly optimal. Yet, numerical experiments evaluating formula(41) with overrelaxation parameter from (43) for various neighbouring ellipses did
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M. Hu et al./ Optimal convolution SOR waveform relaxation 23Table 4: Averaged convergence factors for the model problem with linear �nite-element discretisation and the CN method with � = 1=100, using an inverseZ-transform technique based on the right-hand side of (12) to calculate a suitablekernel. h 1=8 1=16 1=32 1=641� 2p2�h - 0.445 0.722 0.861convergence factors 0.320 0.569 0.757 0.870never lead to a smaller value of the spectral radius. Hence, it seems reasonable toassume we have found an (at least locally) nearly optimal e
� (z) .In the upper picture of Figure 5, we plotted j�(z)j, the modulus of the dif-ference between the approximating (e
appr)�(z) and the one we assume to be theoptimal one for several values of z = ei� on the unit circle. The di�erence be-tween the corresponding spectral radii �(KCSOR;opt� (z)) and �(KCSOR;appr� (z))is depicted in the lower picture of Figure 5. The collinearity of the spectrumof the Jacobi symbol implies that �(ei�) = 0, and hence, �(KCSOR;opt� (ei�)) =�(KCSOR;appr� (ei�)) for � = 0 and � = ��. By noting that the maximum of thelatter spectral radius over the unit circle is attained for � in the neighbourhoodof 0, we then derive that� �KCSOR;appr� � � � �KCSOR;opt� � � � �KCSOR;opt� (ei0)� :The rightmost spectral radius of this expression, which equals the spectral radiusof the optimal linewise SOR method for the linear system Au = f , is known to be-have as 1�2p2�h for small enough h. Consequently, the linewise CSOR waveformrelaxation method with the approximating kernel from (12) should demonstratesimilar convergence results. This observation is con�rmed by the numerical exper-iments in [8, x6], the resulting averaged convergence factors of which are recalledin Table 4.AcknowledgementsThe authors would like to thank Andrew Lumsdaine and Mark W. Reichelt formany interesting discussions on the topic of this paper.
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